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Draping on the stand - How to Create a Basic Bodice

You will need some basic pattern cutting equipment listed below along with your
mannequin and some calico to create the initial garment or block.

What you will need:
● Calico or an inexpensive fabric - it needs to be close to the type of fabric you

want to use for your finished garment.
● Tailors dummy or dress mannequin ideally padded out to the shape of the

person you are making for.
● Pins
● Tapemeasure
● Scissors - both fabric and paper
● Marking tools such as chalk or a sharpie - I like to use different colours to be

clearer
● Pattern master or set square
● French Curve or a pattern master
● Metre rule
● Pencil for pattern drafting so nice and sharp and preferably a 2H
● Draping tape or white board tape. It news to be thin to mark out necklines and

style lines on your mannequin

To create a basic block

Step One - Measuring and Marking
You will need to start by creating some base lines on your mannequin that you can
refer back to with your fabric.
So using the draping tape or the white board tape mark out the:

● Bustline
● Waistline



● High hip line
● Full hip line
● Neckline
● Shoulder line
● Center front
● Centre back
● Armhole

Having these placement lines will give you a framework for you to work within. If you are
designing by draping it will also give you the base points from which to decide style
lines for necklines etc.

You will also need the following measurements:
● Front neck to Bustline
● Front neck to waistline
● Front neck to top and lower hip
● ½ Front Bust measure from side seam to side seam

● Back neck to Chest/Bustline
● Back neck to waistline
● Back neck to top and lower hip
● ½ Back chest measure at bust line from side seam to side seam

Step Two - Prepare your Calico
You will need to prepare your calico fabric by giving it a good steam. This helps to
remove most of the shrinkage and will help to get a more accurate shape. Steam it up
and down the grain as this is the direction most of the shrinkage will occur.

Cut off a rectangle of calico that is at least 20 - 25cm longer than the length of the
block you are making and at least 15- 20cm wider than half the front bust
measurement.

Draw the following lines directly onto your calico fabric:



Line 1 - Draw on a vertical line that's parallel to the selvedge, about 4cm from the
selvedge. This will be the Centre Front.
Line 2 - Draw a horizontal line about 10cm from the top of the fabric at right angles to
Line 1. This is the neck base line.
Line 3 - Draw another horizontal line at right angles to line 1 that is the measurement
front neck to bustline. This is the bustline.
Line 4 - Draw another horizontal line at right angles to line 1 that is the measurement
front neck to waistline. This is the waistline.
Line 5 - Draw another horizontal line at right angles to line 1 that is the measurement
front neck to the top hipline. This is the top hipline.
Line 6 - Draw another horizontal line at right angles to line 1 that is the measurement
front neck to the full hipline. This is the full hipline.
Line 7 - Draw a vertical line that measures half the front bust from Line 1. This is the side
seam line.

Do the same for the piece of calico you will use for the back of the block using the
back measurements.

Step Three - Start Draping
Now we can start draping the front calico piece directly onto the front of the
mannequin.

Line up the first vertical Line 1 with the centre front and pin in place at the neck, waist
and hip.
All the horizontal lines on the calico should match up with the horizontal lines on your
mannequin. Smooth out the fabric out across the bust and pin the half bust
measurement line in place at the side. Make sure all the horizontal lines are actually
horizontal and not dipping at any point. Smooth the fabric across the shoulder and pin
at the side neck point in line with the shoulder seam.

Do the same with the back piece of calico.

Step Four - Creating Dart Shapes



Draw on the basic neck shape. This will give you a guide when you snip into the fabric
around the neckline to release the tension in the fabric.

Where the calico naturally wants to crease or pleat will give you an indication as to
where to suppress the excess fabric into darts, pleats or gathers.

You can decide where you want the darts in your block, generally straight into the
centre of the shoulder or at the side seam are good options. This keeps them clear of
the curved neckline or armholes.

Do the same with the back calico piece, smoothing the excess fabric into a vertical
dart that should run from the shoulder point to the waist.

Step Five - Shoulder and Side Seams
Pin the front to the back along the shoulder seams. Trim away most of the excess fabric
leaving a seam allowance of about 2cm.
Release the pins holding the calico at the side seams. Now you can decide how much
ease you want to add to your block or the garment you want to create. Pin the side
seams together following the shape of the body. Ensure that the horizontal lines still line
up and are not dipping at any point. Trimm of the excess fabric leaving a seam
allowance of about 4cm.

As the garment is now sitting freely on the mannequin, now is a good time to step back
and analyse what you have done. Ask yourself if the shoulder seam is sitting in the
correct place? Is the side seam hangin straight? Have you got enough ease? Now is
the time to make any adjustments if you need to.

Step Six  - Armhole, Neckline and Hem
Decide on the finished neckline for your block or garment and mark that in using the
draping tape or a marker pen.
Using your eye and by feeling the mannequin underneath do the same with the
armhole and side seam.



Make sure that the underarm is a smooth curve and matches at the underarm points.
Trim away the excess fabric leaving a seam allowance of about 2- 3cm.

Mark where you want the block or garment to finish and transfer this onto the calico.

Step Seven - Marking the Stitching Lines
Again take a step back to review what you have done and to make sure you are
happy with the shape and fit.
When you are sure you have it how you want it, mark in each side of the darts and
seams with a pen or chalk. This makes it much easier to transfer the lines to paper.

Step Eight - Refining and Truing the Pattern
Separate the front and back calico pieces at the shoulder and side seam. Now you
can refine the seam lines before trimming away the final excess fabric. Use a French
curve or patternmaster to redraw and smooth off the curves. Measure both sides of the
side seam and adjust if you need to. Do the same with the shoulder. You can also add
in balance marks or notches to help match up the pattern pieces during construction.

Remember we are currently working Net as the pattern has no seam allowances yet!

Step Nine - Paper Pattern and Seam Allowances
We need to transfer the calico “pattern” onto paper so we can double check the fit.
Unpin the darts making sure you have marked both sides.
On a large piece of pattern paper draw a vertical line slightly longer than the front
calico piece. Lay the smoothed out front section of calico onto your pattern cutting
paper so the vertical original Line 1 on the calico sits on top of the paper vertical line.
Weight or pin the calico to the paper.

Using a tracing wheel transfer the seam lines and dart lines onto the paper. Add the
seam allowances to the seams and make sure to add other key information like dart
points, fold line etc.



Step Ten- Double Check
True up the paper pattern and double check that all the seam lines, notches and
curves match up beautifully. Now you can remake the block and double check the fit.


